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This decision pertains to an appeal filed with the
Environmental Board (Board) by Robert and Deborah McShinsky
(Applicants) on May 11, 1987 from a decision issued by the
District #3 Environmental Commission (Commission) on April 13,
1987. In that decision, the Commission denied a permit for a
seasonal campground for 20 recreational vehicles (RVs),
including the construction of showers and bathrooms in an
existing building, expansion of an existing leachfield, and
construction of water and sewer lines, a dump station, and a
road on a 4.3 acre tract of land located between Route 14 and
the White River in South Royalton, Vermont.

On June 3, 1987, a prehearing conference was convened in
South Royalton by former Chairman Darby Bradley. At that time,
the Applicants stated that they wished to delay the hearing in
this matter until they received a Certification of Compliance
from the Agency of Natural Resources and an Access Permit from
the Agency of Transportation, and that they would notify the
Board after they had applied for these permits. On June 26, a
Prehearing Conference Report was issued, which stated that Hank
DiMuzio was granted party status under Criterion 8 (aesthetics)
pursuant to Board Rule 14(B). After the Applicants contacted
the Board in the fall, a hearing was scheduled for October 27,
but that hearing was cancelled by the Board. Instead, a second
prehearing conference was convened on that date by Acting Chair
Jan S. Eastman for the purpose of identifying witnesses and
exhibits for the hearing and learning of the status of the
outstanding permits. At the prehearing conference, Vermont Law
School requested party status. The Acting Chair made a prelim-
inary ruling to deny the request. On October 29 a second
Prehearing Conference Report and Order was issued, and on
November -12 the Board confirmed the Acting Chair's preliminary
ruling and denied party status to the law school.

On November 24 a hearing was convened by an Administrative
Hearing Panel of the Board, with the following parties partici-
pating:

Robert and Deborah McShinsky by Tavian M. Mayer, Esq.
State of Vermont, Agency of Natural Resources (ANR) by

Frederic Emigh, Esq.
Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Planning Commission (RPC)
by Kent Stevenson

Hank DiMuzio
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The panel conducted a guided visit of the site, stopping
at sites selected by the parties. The hearing was recessed on
November 24, pending submission of proposed findings by the
parties and deliberation and issuance of a proposal for
decision by the panel. A proposed decision was sent to the
parties on February 12, 1988. On March 15, the Applicants
filed a response to the proposed decision and on March 29 the
Board heard oral argument from the parties. On April 13, 1988,
following a review of the proposed decision and the evidence
presented in the case, the Board declared the record to be
complete and adjourned the hearing. The case is now ready for
decision.

The following findings of fact and conclusions of law a:
based exclusively upon the record developed during the heari:
including the site visit. To the extent the Board agreed wi
and found necessary any findings proposed by the parties, thl
have been incorporated herein; otherwise, said requests to f
are hereby denied.

I. ISSUES IN THE APPEAL

The Applicants appealed the Commission's decision on
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Criteria 8 (aesthetics), 9 (K) (development affecting public
investments/facilities), and 10 (conformance with the region
plan). The Commission had not made complete findings on 0th'
criteria, including l(B) (sewage disposal), l(D) (floodways)

:I l(F) (shorelines), 3 (burden on water supply), 5 (traffic),
ji 9 (B) (primary agricultural soils). The parties and the Boar'
j[ agreed to include the unresolved criteria in the appeal.

FINDINGS OF FACT

Project Description

The Applicants have applied for a permit to develop a
recreational vehicle campground for use by 20 recreatio
vehicles between mid-April and mid-October. The
project would include construction of showers and bath-
rooms in an existing building, expansion of the existin
leachfield, and construction of a road, water and sewer
lines, and a dump station.

The 4.3 acre site is located on Route 14 approximately
one-half mile west of the intersection with Route 110.
The property has 855 feet of road frontage along Route
It is bounded on the east by an 18-20 acre field owned
farmed by Warren Williams, on the north by Route 14 and
the Williams farm across the road, and on the west and
south by the White River.
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The site consists of an open field, with vegetation and
several mature trees along the edge of the field above the
river. A small commercial building and a mobile home are
located on the property. The building would be renovated
for restrooms, showers, and an office, and the mobile home
would be used as the residence for a full-time manager.

Each campsite would be a minimum of 2500 square feet.
When the campground is full, approximately 70 people would
be using it (based upon an average of 3.5 people per RV).

The elevation at the edge of the river is 465'. The
elevation of the lots closest to the river begins at 478'
and increases toward the road to 487'. The road elevation
is at 495'-500'.

The distance between the travelled portion of Route 14 and
the river bank is less than 40' in the northwest corner of
the site and approximately 280' in the middle part of the
site. The highway right of way intrudes further into the
site. The RV sites on lots #l and #2 are approximately
60' from the travelled portion of Route 14. The RV sites
on lots #9 through #20 either abut or are no more than
20' from the top of the river bank.

Criteria l(B),  l(D), l(F), and 3

The 28' x 58' leachfield, located at the southeast
corner of the site, would be doubled in size. A 2000
gallon septic tank and a 1000 gallon storage tank would be
installed. Water lines would extend to each RV site. On
September 22, 1987, a Certificate of Compliance was issued
by the ANR.

No public community water supply aquifer protection area
exists in the area of the project site. The closest water
supply is on the opposite side of the river and is not
likely to be affected by the project.

The location of the closest RV site to the river is less
than 40' from the river and is above the floodway.

The bank leading to the river is heavily vegetated and
somewhat steep, but it would be accessible to campers and
their pets. The Applicants have proposed installing a
fence along the upper part of the bank to prevent access.

Criterion 5

The speed limit on Route 14 is 50 mph. The sight distance
from the access road to the west is more than 500', while
the sight distance for the east is approximately 400'.
The VAOT will issue an access permit if an Act 250 permit
is granted.
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Criteria 8 and 9(K)

The existing 3' x 5' sign next to the road would be
lighted with a fluorescent bulb. The light on the
building would be turned off at 9:00 p.m.

A dumpster would be located between the building and the
mobile home. Individual trash cans would be secured to
each site. The dump station for sewage would be located
behind the trees near Route 14.

Electric lines to each RV site would be buried
underground.

South of the project site on the other side of the river
is Paine's Beach, a public recreation area. Paine's Beach
is used extensively by the public for recreation,
including picnics and swimming lessons. The project site
is visible from Paine's Beach.

West of the subject property is a state-owned swimming
hole used by the public known as "Sinclair's Rock."
One access to the swimming hole is from a small pull-off
area on the south side of Route 14 and from a footpath on
the Applicant's property. The swimming hole is popular
with the public, and cars frequently park along the road
when the pull-off area is full. The project site is
visible from Sinclair's Rock.

Canoeists and fishermen frequently use the river during
the spring, summer, and fall.

The state and federal governments have invested in
restoring salmon to the Connecticut River through the
Atlantic Salmon Restoration Program. The White River is a
tributory of the Connecticut River appropriate for salmon
spawning and nursery habitat.

The Applicants intend to develop an access across the
adjoining property to Sinclair's Rock for use by campers
staying at the campground.

Twenty-five 12' high, 2+" diameter deciduous trees (maple,
ash, or oak) would be planted along Route 14, along the
property line that adjoins Mr. Williams' property, and in
one area above the river bank.

Approximately 37 5' -7' high evergreens (cedar, balsam,
hemlock, or white pine) would be planted in the northwest
section of the property and scattered along Route 14 and
among the sites.
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The proposed trees to be planted would be field stock or a
combination of field and nursery stock.

The low brush and few mature trees that grow along the
property near the river bank would not be disturbed.

A 15' buffer strip would be left undisturbed along the
river.

The maximum height of an RV is 10' from the ground and the
length ranges from 10' to 33'. RVs come in various
colors.

It would take a minimum of 3-4 years for maple, ash,
cedar, or field white pine trees to provide any screening
of the RVs.

Even with landscaping, the RV sites would be visible from
Route 14. The only way to screen the campsites totally
from view would be to put up a solid row of trees or a
fence.

Across the river, a number of residences are located along
North Windsor Street. The site is visible from some of
the backyards. Noise from people at Sinclair's Rock and
at the project site can be heard by residents on North
Windsor Street.

Driving along Route 14 in a westerly direction from the
intersection of Routes 14 and 110, the motorist views a
lovely narrow river valley with no commercial development
until the existing small video store on the project site.
The view of the river valley then continues for some
distance. Most of the commercial enterprises that exist
along Route 14 past the project site are small home
businesses, with a few larger, locally-oriented
enterprises.

The river valley view is similar for motorists driving in
an easterly direction along Route 14.

Criterion 9(B)

Approximately 2 acres of the site have been used for hay
production. No permanent structures would be constructed.

Mr. Williams has a deeded right of way that provides
access to his lower field from Route 14. The Applicants
would move the access and construct a large gate and fence
to discourage campers and their pets from entering his
property.
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Criterion 10

In its Immediate Stream and River Valley area policies,
the Regional Plan states that intensive land development
along stream banks is a cause of much soil erosion, that
open spaces along streams should be maintained and the
natural scenic qualities of streams should be protected.
In addition, the following regional policy is recognized:
"The need to protect rural areas and their natural
resources by avoiding scattered development and
incompatible land uses."

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

A. Criteria l(B), l(D), l(F), and 3

The Board concludes that the Applicants have met their
burden of proof with respect to Criteria l(B), l(D), and 3.
The Certificate of Compliance and Health Department letter
provide sufficient assurance that the project meets applicable
regulations regarding the disposal of wastes and would not
involve the injection of waste materials or any harmful or
toxic substances into ground water or wells. The project has
been redesigned so that no RVs would be located within the
floodway. The project would not cause an unreasonable burden
on any existing water supply, nor would it adversely affect any
existing water supply.

The Board cannot conclude that the Applicants have
satisfied the requirements of Criterion l(F) with regard to
shorelines. Criterion l(F) requires that the Applicants,
insofar as

(i)

possible and reasonable, accomplish the following:

retain the shoreline and the waters in
their natural condition,

(ii) allow continued access to the waters and
the recreational opportunities provided by
the waters,

(iii)

(iv)

retain or provide vegetation which will
screen the development or subdivision from
the waters, and

stabilize the bank from erosion, as
necessary, with vegetation cover.

The shoreline and the waters would be retained in their natural
condition as required by subcriterion (i). Although the public
use of the path to the river on the Applicant's property might
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be interrupted, other accesses to the river in that area exist
so that public access to Sinclair's Rocks would not be
precluded; subcriterion (ii) is therefore satisfied as well.

However, the Applicants have failed to demonstrate
compliance with the remaining two subcriteria. The Board
believes that the existing vegetation on the property does not
adequately screen the project site from the river and it is not
persuaded that the plantings proposed by the Applicants are
sufficient to provide the growth necessary to create successful
screening. Although the stream banks are currently covered
with vegetation, the Board is concerned that foot traffic by
campers may damage this vegetation and cause erosion of the
fairly steep banks. A fence would discourage direct access to
the river banks, but campers could still gain access from
either end of the fence or from the shoreline. Without
assurances that the project would be screened from the river
and that the banks of the river would be protected from
erosion, the Board cannot find that the project complies with
subcriterion (iii) and (iv).

B. Criterion 5 - Traffic

The Board concludes that the project would not cause
unreasonable congestion or unsafe conditions with respect to
traffic. Sight distances are adequate in both directions, and
the VAOT has agreed to issue an access permit.

C. Criteria 8 - Aesthetics and 9(K) - Public
Investment

The Board explained the procedure to be followed when
deciding whether a project will have an undue adverse impact on
the scenic and natural beauty and aesthetics of an area in Re:
Quechee Lakes Corporation, Land Use Permit #3W0411-EB and -
#3W0439-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order
(Nov. 5, 1985). During its site visit, the Panel paid
particular attention to those features of the site and the area
that relate to an evaluation of the visual context of the
project. The first question to be addressed is whether the
proposed project will be in harmony with its surroundings. The
factors to be considered in answering this question include the
nature of the land uses surrounding the project, the visual
compatibility of the project with its surroundings, the suita-
bility of the colors and materials selected for the project,
the visibility of the project, and the impact of the project on
open space.

When the proposed RV campground is evaluated in light of
these factors, the Board believes that the project clearly does
not fit into the context of the area. The project site is
located in a scenic rural area, surrounded by the White River,
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an active farm and Route 14. The land uses in the area are
rural residential with no significant commercial structures
along this stretch of Route 14. When approaching the project
from the northeast, the view in the foreground is of an
interesting bend in the river that contains large boulders,
with a long view down the river to the mountains. If the
project is not screened by trees, the RVs would clearly be
incompatible with the surroundings. While trees would
eventually provide some relief, they would fill in the viewshed
to the southwest. Even with trees, the RVs would be visible to
motorists travelling in either direction. With or without
trees, the project would result in the loss of the open space,
and the view of the river from the road would be lost.

The RVs themselves, which are typically 7 to 10 feet high
and 12 to 33 feet long and brightly colored, would be totally
out of character with the rural setting of the area of the
project site. The two swimming areas in close proximity to the
project site are used by the public throughout the summer.
Canoeists and fishermen use the river in three seasons. During
some of that time--the spring and late fall--there is no
foliage on the trees. Noise from the campground would be heard
by the people who live in the area, including those who live
across the river on North Windsor Street, as well as by those
who use the river and the swimming areas.

The Board believes that all of these factors clearly
indicate that the aesthetic impact of the project would be
adverse. The second step in the "Quechee" analysis is to
determine whether the adverse impact is "undue." An adverse
impact is undue if a positive conclusion is reached with regard
to any one of the following:

1) Does the project violate a clear, written
community standard intended to preserve the
aesthetics or scenic, natural beauty of the
area? Such standards may, for example, be
set forth in the local or regional plan, or
be adopted in the creation of an historic
design district, or be incorporated into a
municipal or State scenic road designation.
If the Board or Commissions find that such
standards do exist, and that the project as
designed would violate those standards, the
adverse impact would be undue.

2) Does the project offend the sensibilities
of the average person? The Legislature has
directed the Commissions and this Board,
composed of lay people from many different
communities within Vermont, to determine what
is acceptable in terms of new developments'
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impact on aesthetics and scenic and natural
beauty. If our sensibilities are, collec-
tively, offended by a project, its impact
under Criterion 8 is undue. It is not enough
that we might prefer to see a different
design or style of building, or that we might
prefer a different type of land use, but that
the project, when viewed as a whole, is
offensive or shocking, because it is out of
character with its surroundings, or signifi-
cantly diminishes the scenic qualities of the
area.

3) Have the Applicants failed to take
generally available mitigating steps which a
reasonable person would take to improve the
harmony of the proposed project with its
surroundings? Such steps may include
selection of less obtrusive colors and
building materials, implementation of a
landscaping plan, selection of a less
obtrusive building site within the project
area, or reduction of the mass or density of
a project. If there are reasonable
alternatives available to the applicant that
would mitigate the adverse impact of the
project, failure to take advantage of those
alternatives may, in some circumstances,
render undue an otherwise acceptable aesthetic
impact.

No parties argued in this case that the Regional Plan
i/constitutes' a clear, written community standard. Because of
"the decision reached below, the Board finds it is unnecessary
ito address at this time the issue of whether a community
I'standard exists.;// i8 !
v The Board believes that a 20-vehicle RV campground located
t,in a 4 acre open field on the banks of the White River, in a
'iscenic area extensively used by the public for recreation,/ !
would be so out of chaiacter with its surroundings as to be
shocking to the sensibilities of the average person. The
massive size and high density of brightly-colored RVs would
significantly diminish the scenic qualities of the area.

The Board also believes that the Applicant's proposed
landscaping plan would not adequately mitigate the visual
effect of this intensively used site. Given the location and
nature of the site, and the intensive use as proposed, the
,planting of trees would not significantly reduce the offensive. . _

1 visual impact created by as many as 20 recreational vehicles
//parked in a field by the river.
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The Board therefore concludes that the project does not
comply with Criterion 8.

D. Criterion 9(B) - Primary agricultural soils

The Board concludes that the site contains primary agricul-
tural soils but that the project would not significantly reduce
the agricultural potential of those soils as no permanent
structures would be placed on them.

E. Criterion 9(K) - Public Investment

In order to satisfy Criterion 9(K), an applicant must
t'demonstrate that if its project involves the development of
!/lands adjacent to public lands, the development "will not
i!
‘!
!I
I’

Ij
I

4
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unnecessarily or unreasonably endanger the public or quasi-
public investment in the . . . lands, or materially jeopardize
or interfere with the function, efficiency, or safety of, or
the public's use or enjoyment of or access to the . . . lands."

The Board believes that the White River qualifies as
public lands, and that this project would interfere with both
the public's access to and enjoyment of the River. The stretch
of the White River at issue in this application is extensively
used for recreational purposes by the public. Two public
swimming areas are located close to the project site; canoeists
regularly travel this segment of the river; and fishermen
frequently enjoy their sport in this area. The view of the
river, as seen by motorists as well as users of the river,
consists largely of open land, interspersed with occasional
houses and small buildings. This scenic rural view, unspoiled
by any significant commercial development, is a major
attraction of the area. While trees can be planted to screen
the campground from certain viewpoints, the high visibility of
the site precludes total screening from all viewpoints. A
20-vehicle RV campground on the banks of the river, visible
both to passing motorists and to those enjoying the waters of
the river, would significantly diminish the public's enjoyment
of this segment of the river. Planting trees on the site to
screen the RVs from Route 14 would result in the loss of the
view of the river from the road. Furthermore, the Applicants'
proposed use will interrupt the public access to the river by
way of a path on the property.

For the reasons stated herein, the Board believes that the
project does not comply with Criterion 9(K).

F. Criterion 10 - Conformance with local and regional plans

The Town of Royalton does not have a duly adopted local
plan. The Board decided in Re: Didace and Susan LaCroix, Land
Use Permit #3W0485-EB (April 27, 1987), that because Royalton
does not have a town plan, the regional plan applies.
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The Applicants assert that the Board must accept the
conclusion of a representative of the Regional Planning
Commission with regard to whether a project conforms with the
regional plan.

The Board believes that it has an independent responsi-
bility for evaluating a project's conformance with Criterion
10. The statute requires that before granting a permit, the
Board or District Commission shall make positive findings on
all ten criteria enumerated in 10 V.S.A. S 6086(a). Section
812 of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) provides, in
pertinent part:

I

I’

I i (a) A final decision or order adverse: :
ii to a party in a contested case shall be
!

II

in writing or stated in the record. A

/:
final decision shall include findings of

I/ fact and conclusions of law, separately

!I
stated. Findings of fact, if set forth

t
in statutory language, shall be

t I
accompanied by a concise and explicit

II statement of the underlying facts
!

1

supporting the findings.

/ The Board encourages parties to identify those sections
1 of the applicable-town or regional plan that support the
1 parties' positions with regard to whether or not the project
i conforms. However, in order to comply with the APA, the
:,Board must independently review the applicable provisions of
/ithe plan and base its conclusions upon the contents of the
plan rather than the conclusions of one of the parties or a
witness.

The Board believes that the project does not conform
with the Two-Rivers Ottauquechee Regional Plan. The Plan's
clear policy for river valley areas is to maintain open
spaces along streams and to protect the natural scenic
quality of streams. The Plan also encourages the protection
of rural areas and their natural resources by avoiding
incompatible land uses. The placement of an RV campground
on an open field next to the White River in a rural, scenic
area clearly violates these policies.
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IV. ORDER

Based upon the Findings of Fact
the Board concludes that the project
Deborah J. McShinsky does not comply
SS 6086(a)l(F), 8, 9(K), and 10.

and Conclusions of Law,
proposed by Robert B. and
with 10 V.S.A.

Application #3W0530-EB is
hereby denied.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont
1988.

this 21st day of April,

ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

Acting Chair
QFerdinand Bongartz _
Elizabeth Courtney
Arthur Gibb
Samuel Lloyd

FF 3W0530-EB (16)


